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Introduction
In an ever-changing political landscape organizations need to grow and compete globally, as such business travel 
remains a critical requirement for them. According to the Global Business Travel Association (GBTA) spending on 
business travel activity totalled US$1.41 trillion in 2018, up 5.7% from 2017; and is expected to continue to grow 
moderately through to 2023 (ref 1).

Even as far back as 2009 an Oxford Economics USA study stated for every US$1 spent on business travel, companies 
realise US$12.50 in incremental revenue. They also concluded that an average organisation would sacrifice 17% of its 
profits in year one with no business travel, and it would take more than 3 years to recover (ref 2). Whilst this study is a 
few years old now and figures may vary across different organizations, businesses are generally aware that travel is 
an investment in their human capital which will yield positive results to the bottom line if done right. 

If you have been reading any industry press over recent months, or attending events, it likely won’t have escaped 
your notice that traveller wellness continues to be a hot topic. Each week there is a new article or white paper being 
published. Research in this area typically concludes that there is a strong correlation between the frequency of 
business travel and a wide range of physical and mental health risks. It is also now more commonly accepted that 
an organisation’s duty of care is broader/more holistic, and should include wellness in addition to physical safety and 
security. 

Whilst the studies published to date support the fact that traveller wellness is an important area to be addressed at 
an organizational level, this is not always translating into action. 

Aim 
The aim of this document is to try and help travel managers practically translate their willingness to address this 

important subject into action, by writing an effective business case.

Why is it important?

Hopefully if you’re reading this you will already be convinced of why addressing traveller wellness is important, and 
the aim of this paper isn’t to provide you with all the evidence. However we have done a lot of reading on the topic 
so we’d refer you to the suggested ‘Additional Reading & Resources’ section at the end for details of some useful 
studies and articles. 
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Planning

What are some of your challenge likely to be and how can you tackle them?: 

• No one owns traveller wellness – as you may also have found when tackling duty of care this subject is typically 
multijurisdictional so you will need to collaborate with other stakeholder business groups. HR, security, risk, health 
& safety, legal, business continuity etc. all have an important perspective, valuable contribution and collective 
responsibility for employee welfare. We’d recommend bringing some, if not all, of these departments together to 
collaborate on wellness either as a steering committee or project team. Diversity of opinion often leads to better 
ideas / decisions, and there is always strength in numbers when presenting to senior management.

 
• It would be good to secure an influential senior executive sponsor for the project, in an advisory capacity. Also 

as the program will ultimately be for your travellers you may get better buy-in by including them in the process, if 
you can secure a ‘wellness champion’ or two from your traveller population to provide guidance throughout the 
project you may achieve even more effective results. 

• Wellness isn’t always perceived as a priority – this may well be due to a lack of awareness by management of 
the real impact this is having within your organization. An important part of your role in the process is education 
and communication; by amalgamating and analysing the information held across the various stakeholder 
business groups (HR, travel, security etc.) you should be able to build a robust picture of both the risk of inaction 
and the opportunity of action for your organisation.

• Challenging to measure – measuring the return on investment of implementing a traveller wellness program 
can be a challenge however it is possible. It is also really important that you do tackle it, as you will likely need 
to overcome the concern that a new traveller wellness initiative would be costly with minimal tangible return on 
investment.

w
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Actions to take (not necessarily in order)

1. Assess the Risk & Opportunity
Note: As far as possible try to include data from your own organization to ensure the business case is as specific and 
measurable as possible. If in some areas this isn’t feasible there is more generic data available from industry studies or 
bodies. Refer to the ‘Additional Reading & Resources’ section at the end.

a.) Travel department data – you should have a wealth of data available to start looking at the possible risk factors 
within your own organization. Take a deep dive into the travel data, if appropriate / possible with your Travel 
Management Company (TMC) or another third party to help. Look at how often your travellers are on the road, for 
how long, where they are going, how far in advance they book, what possible stress factors they’ve encountered on 
their journey etc. (refer to stress factors detailed in ref 8 and ‘Additional Reading & Resources’ 1 & 3). 

By analysing the data you will gain a greater insight into the profile of your travellers, you may be able to identify 
specific groups or types of travellers (‘personas’) allowing you to focus on areas where you could have the greatest 
impact.

b.) Other useful internal data – as studies have shown the impact of business travel can be positive and negative. It 
would be good to present a balanced business case flagging the risk but also the opportunity. By analysing travel 
data alongside metrics from other stakeholder business groups, see examples below, you will be able to more 
holistically quantify the impact of traveller wellness positively / negatively: 

• HR – absenteeism, medical claims, presenteeism, short or long-term disability, staff turnover, employee 
satisfaction, use of employee assistance programs and associated costs. Data should be anonymous due to 

• Managers/HR – performance, sales, engagement, satisfaction, hours billed, or any other key performance 
indictors used in your business to define success.

c.) Talk to your travellers – Now you know who they are and what they’re up to, why not ask them about wellness. 
Potentially in collaboration with your other stakeholders (HR especially) think about surveying them to better 
understand how they feel about your current travel program and what wellness means to them. Through whichever 
medium is appropriate look to gain qualitative feedback about the current state, what is important to your travellers 
and areas requiring improvement. Consider the concept of psychographics and how this may influence the range of 
services you chose to offer. 

Note: Depending on what questions you are asking, how and in which country some information or topics may be 
deemed sensitive in nature so discuss with HR in advance.
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Actions to take (not necessarily in order) 2. Design your Wellness Program / Policy Recommendation
With as much of the above groundwork complete as is possible / relevant, you should have a really good picture of 
how your organization is doing in the area of traveller wellness today, what’s working well and where there is room for 
improvement. With your other project stakeholders you can now start to think about what you might want or be able 
to change, when, how much it would cost and how you’d measure success. 

There is a lot of literature available should you need ideas on specific wellness initiatives but for ease of reference 
some are listed below.

Note: We would strongly recommend including some small, simple and if possible free wellness initiatives in your 
plan, to ensure it is easy for management to approve. These could be largely in phase one; allowing you to secure 
approval quickly, implement, measure the success and then re-visit the phase two initiatives. With a successful 
phase one behind you and measurable results, you stand a much better chance of securing additional sign-off and 
potentially even funding for further phases.

Area

Policy

Services

Initiative 

• More flexibility to select flight / accommodation options that meet their needs e.g. 
changing to an earlier return flight or traveling during working hours not personal 

• Fewer in-direct flights, business class over 5-hrs, better quality hotels with healthy food 
and Allow trip planning and/or recovery time (post-trip ‘duvet-days’, work from home), 
reduce travelling during personal time, time off in lieu 

• Permit ‘bleisure’ trips or family accompanying 
• Allow use of personal mileage / funds to upgrade trips
• Selecting hotels which are offering health and wellness options beyond onsite gyms and 

workout facilities; including yoga mats, workout gear and access to personal trainers
• Find out what your preferred airlines are offering, on-board videos or collaborations with 

apps like Calm 

• Proactive trip management service / app to minimize the impact of disruption, lost or 
delayed bags 

• Reliable phone/Wi-Fi connectivity 
• Crowd source useful travel tips from across the organization linked to wellness – healthy 

restaurants near the office/hotel, safe running routes
• Easy and quick expense reimbursement especially if travellers pay themselves
• Health & wellness coaching by partnering with third parties 
• Business Travel Accident insurance coverage including kidnap & ransom, medical 

evacuation
• Pre-travel risk assessments, training appropriate to destination, 24 x 7 tracking and crisis 

security and medical support
• Add wellness preferences to your traveller profiles, where/if they can accommodated
• Access to a Executive Assistant to ease trip planning stress
• Linking travellers with a buddy 
• Pre and post travel check-in conversations or surveys asking in advance how they feel 

about a trip and any additional support required and re-grouping afterwards to assess 
effectiveness. (Refer to the ITM 5 questions, Additional Reading & Resources 2).
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Area

Training

Physical

Mental health

Comms

Other reimbursable 
expenses

Initiative 

• Managing jetlag, healthy lifestyle while traveling, sleep, trip recovery, stress 
management, resilience training, pre and post travel medical / security assessments, on 
what support is already available

• Stress, poor diet/sleep, lack of exercise, increased alcohol consumption increase the risk 
of stroke, heart attack, obesity

• Deep vein thrombosis (DVT) from flying especially long haul (ref 4)
• The risk of catching a cold is more than a hundred times higher on a plane (ref 5)
• Exposure to diseases not prevalent in your home country e.g. malaria, yellow fever
• Physical safety and security either when visiting a volatile destination and/or for a less 

Disrupted circadian rhythms due to jetlag leading to poor / lack of sleep, which in turn 
impacts mood, decision-making, concentration and judgment

• Increased radiation exposure at altitude, studies have shown that you age faster when 
flying very frequently (ref 6)

• Loneliness due to the isolation of traveling solo, agenda’s / time zones that don’t support 
contact with home, missing out on family and social life at home

• Guilt of leaving family and friends
• Stress - of pre-trip planning, friction whilst on the journey, coping with the extra workload, 

full meeting schedules before/during/after the trip, long days, and physical safety whilst 
traveling. Stress exacerbating any pre-existing conditions physical or mental

• Ensure travellers are aware of what’s provided by your organization and suppliers 
through training, webinars, intranet, videos, apps, proactive messaging, one on one calls 
or meetings etc.

• Ensure managers are also aware of the resources, to allow them to better support their 
travelling team members

• Communicate details of useful apps which may make their travel less stressful

• Fitness classes, health/fitness/meditation apps like Class Pass, Headspace etc. 
compression socks, lounge access, security/visa fast track services, chauffeur services, 
valet airport parking, childcare, family day out/meal once home, environmental 
impact/carbon offset costs, local city tours, a spa treatment, luggage management 
services, home management services like Hello Alfred, jetlag apps like Timeshifter, airport 
navigation apps like Vane Airport, flight re-booking apps etc.

2a. Risks of getting it wrong 
Your business case would also be well supported by pertinent high-level facts on the scientific evidence linking 
frequent travel and health impacts. There is a lot of research out there and listed below is a range of potential 
impacts from the various studies to get you started. Further reading of the studies will usefully provide you the context, 
specific metrics and correlations found so you can apply them accurately to your business case.
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2b. Benefits of getting it right
As noted above; whilst less tangible it is also important to balance your business case with the positive reasons for 
addressing wellness effectively.  Other stakeholders will likely have additional data to bolster this section. Below are 
some examples:

• Creating a traveller centric policy / program is an important component of any employee led culture, which can 
facilitate many positive outcomes including employee engagement, job satisfaction, performance improvement 
and talent retention

• Work-life balance ranks as a top priority for candidates so an effective travel program which supports this 
balance can work as a differentiator to attract and retain talent 

• Alignment with publicised corporate values and brand

• Clients will notice a satisfied happy traveller, which sends a great message about how you value your staff and 
the type of organization you are; the opposite is also true

• A well-rested traveller will likely be able to foster better connections with clients leading to more fruitful 
engagements 

• A research study showed that 87% of travellers felt the quality of their business travel impacts their business results 
(ref 7)

• Another study found that policies that take into account trip related stress could help traveller wellbeing and also 
improve employee productivity by up to 32% (ref 8)

• Healthy employees reduce direct and indirect costs of absenteeism and healthcare

• People leave a bad organization, an ineffective manager, a toxic work environment or culture. How you make 
people feel at work is often more important than money

• If you treat employees like the talent they are it will lead to goodwill, loyalty and unparalleled value for the 
organization and long-term success.
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3. Case studies & Benchmarking
Whilst every organisation’s needs will be different in this area it may well be useful to connect with other like-minded 
travel managers who are further ahead on their traveller wellness journey. If you need some help please connect 
with the ITM secretariat, your TMC or third party security partner to find out which other members would be good to 
chat to and for any available case studies.  

Don’t forget senior managers often want to know what your peer organizations are doing so they stay in line with 
your direct competitors; so we’d suggest you research what they’re doing around wellness to help support your 
business case as well. Again your TMC, ITM or security partner may be able to help with this.

4. Write your Business Case
At this stage you should be ready to write your traveller wellness business case: 

• Executive Summary – why does this need addressing, what it will cost, the return on investment, when it will be 
implemented, who’s sponsoring/supporting the initiative. What specifically you need from senior management.

• The risks and opportunities – covering pertinent scientific evidence, your own research findings analysed 
alongside your other business unit stakeholders metrics (if possible)

• The recommendation – traveller wellness program design, including some ‘low hanging fruit’, as well as more 
strategic items, to make it easier for management to say yes. Try to keep it clear, simple and solution based.

• The cost, timelines and how you are going to measure success

Once written and endorsed by all stakeholders, including your senior executive sponsor and wellness champions, you 
are ready to present to senior management for approval. Good Luck!
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